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NEW F’REAL MILKSHAKE MACHINE CREATES MILKSHAKE MAGIC
AT THE COUGAR XPRESS MARKET IN COUGAR VILLAGE

Houston, August 6, 2012 – Milkshakes are a quintessential summer treat, but in Texas where it seems to hover around 80 degrees well into the fall we have the luxury of enjoying frozen treats almost year round. The new F’real milkshake machine in the Cougar Village Cougar Xpress Market makes that even easier, bringing customizable milkshakes right at your fingertips!

Located next to the ICEE machine in the Cougar Xpress Market, F’real offers milkshakes, smoothies and frozen cappuccinos for $3.79 a cup that are sure to help you beat the Texas summer heat.

To make your milkshake, start by choosing a flavor cup from the freezer next to the machine. Remove the foil lid, place the cup inside the machine, select your thickness and watch as it mixes everything together. Once it’s done, grab a straw and a lid and you are ready to enjoy as you walk or save it until you reach your destination!

And if you’re looking for a healthier treat, try one of the smoothies. With zero grams of fat and less than 300 calories per serving, you don’t have to feel guilty about treating yourself!

For more information about UH Dining Services visit www.uh.edu/dining.
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